
Decorate the front of your sleep mask with some kind
of ‘eye’ design. 
Pin the two mask pieces together. sew together. LEAVE
A GAP AT LEAST 2 INCHES so you can lightly stuff the
mask. (It just needs to be a little padded for comfort,
not full like a stuffie) Check it fits comfortably over
your eyes and add or take out the stuffing)
Sew up the gap where you stuffed it.
Now you need to measure a piece of elastic that fits
comfortably around your head. Measure the elastic
from one cheek. Pull a little stretch around the back of
your head to the other cheek.
Sew one end of the elastic to the inside of one side of
the mask. (poke the elastic through the two felt pieces
and sew it in)
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Let’s talk about…. Emojis, Where do they originate from? -When? 1998, What does the
word mean? Japanese e (絵, "picture") + moji (⽂字, "character") (have the table of emojis.)
Are there any specific meanings? What do they mean to you?
Look at the pictures, point out the techniques, establish the stages.
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Emoji Sleep Eye Mask

Campers will be
able to hand sew a

neck pillow.

Fabric & (fusible) fleece
1/4 inch (6mm) to 5/8 inch

(1.5cm) elastic
Scissors
Pencils

Thread & needle
Pins 

Template
Video Tutorial  & Add. Written

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E7%B5%B5
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E6%96%87%E5%AD%97
https://youtu.be/-RgsPQM5o0k
https://youtu.be/-RgsPQM5o0k
https://blog.treasurie.com/diy-sleep-mask/


Emoji Sleep Eye Mask

6. Now hold the mask up to your face and measure the
length of the elastic needed to go around the back of
your head to the other side, (making sure it feels
comfortable on your head.) When you have the right
comfortable length Add 1 inch to it and cut.
7. Poke the extra inch into the other side of the mask
and sew it on.
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